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Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012 1Television meteor observations in INASANAnna KartashovaInstitute of Astronomy of the Russian Aademy of Sienes,Pyatnitskaya St. 48, Mosow, 119017, Russiaakartashova�inasan.ruThe results of TV observations of meteors during the period 18 July�19 August (ativity period of thePerseid meteor shower) in 2011 and 2012 are presented. The wide �eld-of-view ameras �PatrolCa�were used for the observations. Observations were arried out by the single-station as well as thedouble-station method. The double-station observations were aimed at determining the individualorbits of the observed meteors. The priniple of Index Meteor Ativity (IMA) alulations an beused for all meteor showers ative during the observing period. We an use the IMA parameter toestimate the in�ux of meteor partiles to the Earth per hour, both for shower and sporadi meteors.The distribution of the in�ux rate (IMA) for the Perseids to the Earth for the observing periods in2011 and 2012 is given. Distributions of Perseid meteors by stellar magnitude are also presented.1 IntrodutionThe Perseids are one of the most ative and most in-teresting meteor showers. The stream is ative in theperiod 17 July�24 August. It normally reahes a broadmaximum on 12-13 August. The Perseids radiant atthe time of maximum ativity is α = 48◦, δ = +58◦.The veloity is 59 km/s. An interesting feature of thePerseid shower is its suggested assoiation with Comet109P/Swift-Tuttle.TV observations of meteors were arried out at theINASAN stations (Zvenigorod Observatory) and the�Istra� station, from 18 July to 19 August (within theativity period of the Perseids), both in 2011 and 2012.�PatrolCa� ameras were used for observations. Theseameras have a �eld of view of 50◦×40◦ and the limitingmagnitude for meteors is above +4.0.2 Observations and dataThe main task of our meteor observations was to larifythe piture of low-mass partile migration inside theSolar System. A number of individual meteor orbitsseems to be representative data for this phenomenon,so we began double-station meteor monitoring. ThePatrolCa amera (Wate LCL-902H Ultimate with a6 mm f/0.8 Canon lens) has a similar design as theameras used by other meteor observers and has beenadapted to the Russian limate (the amera has a overand is heated). The parameters of the PatrolCa aresummarized in Table 1.Double-station observations were arried out from theINASAN's Zvenigorod Observatory (ZO) and �Istra�station. The ameras of both stations are shown inFigure 1, (a) and (b). The �rst amera is permanentlyoriented to the zenith area; the seond one observes over90% of the �rst amera's �eld of view at the heightswhere meteors our. The distane between the am-eras is 25 km. For both ameras, an example of a framewith a meteor is shown in Figure 1, () and (d).

Table 1 � Parameters of the PatrolCa meteor amera.Type of CCD CCD 1/2′′ WateLCL-902H UltimateSize of CCD 720× 576 pixelsFrequeny 25 frames/sField of view 50
◦
× 40

◦Stellar limiting magnitude +5.5(initial estimate)Meteor limiting magnitude +4.0(moonless night)

(a) The PatrolCa at ZO. (b) The PatrolCa at �Istra�.
() A frame from (a). (d) A frame from (b).Figure 1 � Cameras used and example frames from theseameras.
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2 Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012TheUFOCapture software (SonotaCo, 2009) was usedfor the detetion of the video signal in 2012. The obser-vations were performed during the ativity of the Per-seids (from 18 July to 19 August) in 2011 and 2012. Intotal, 247 and 680 meteors were deteted in both years,respetively. From the observations, 16 double-stationmeteors (5 of them being Perseids) were obtained fromthe 2011 observations , and 120 double-station meteors(65 of them being Perseids) from the 2012 observations.The distributions of the number of meteors (the totalnumber of meteors, the number of Perseids, and thenumber of sporadi meteors) in 2011 and 2012 (fromboth stations) are presented in Figures 2�5. The groundprojetion of individual Perseid trails obtained from thedouble-station observations is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 2 � Distribution of the number of meteors detetedat ZO in 2011.

Figure 3 � Distribution of the number of meteors detetedat �Istra� station in 2011.3 Results3.1 Magnitude distribution of PerseidsOur ameras deteted meteors brighter than magnitude
+4.0. The magnitude distribution of the Perseids for2011 and 2012 is shown in Figure 7. In 2011, our am-eras worked in test mode, explaining the low numberof meteors. The data for 2012 show that most Perseidsare of magnitude between +0.0 and +2.0.

Figure 4 � Distribution of the number of meteors detetedat ZO in 2012.

Figure 5 � Distribution of the number of meteors detetedat �Istra� station in 2012.

Figure 6 � Ground projetion of the meteor trails detetedby ZO and �Istra� station in 2012.3.2 Distribution of meteor radiantsAs reported above, 120 double-station meteors were de-teted in 2012. The radiant was alulated for eahmeteor. The radiant distribution is shown in Figure 8.
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Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012 3

Figure 7 � Magnitude distribution of the Perseids in 2011and 2012 (18 July�19 August).

Figure 8 � Radiants of double-station meteors.The distribution of individual radiants of Perseid mete-ors (for 2012) is presented in Figure 9. Their geoentriveloity in indiated with a grey sale.

Figure 9 � Individual radiants of Perseids. The radiationarea shown orresponds to 12-13 August)

It is learly seen that both the group of points orre-sponding to high geoentri veloities and the groupof points orresponding to low geoentri veloities areonentrated around the Perseids orbital plane. A pos-sible explanation for this observation is that it is a resultof non-gravitation drift of lighter partiles to orbits withdereased eentriity. However, both distributions aremixed, whih points to a multi-stream struture of thePerseids.3.3 Index meteor ativity (IMA)The index meteor ativity (IMA) is used for the de-termination of meteor in�ux (Bagrov et al., 2007; Kar-tashova, 2011). The IMA was alulated for meteorsassoiated with the Perseid meteor shower (Figure 10).

Figure 10 � Index meteor ativity (IMA) for the 2011 and2012 Perseids.We used un�lled bars for the IMA of the 2011 Perseids,and �lled bars for the 2012 Perseids. The maximumIMA was 28× 103 (partiles to the Earth per hour) in2011 and 74× 103 (partiles to the Earth per hour) in2012 during the maximum ativity (August 12-13).4 ConlusionsThe simple design and low-ost aspet of TV meteorsystems allow us to monitor meteor ativity at almostall small observatories. Observations of meteors fromseveral loations in a single observing program providesessential information for the study of various aspets ofmeteor astronomy.Unfortunately, weather onditions did not allow us tomonitor the meteor ativity in a systemati way, andwe also observed under onditions of partial loudiness.This irumstanes makes it di�ult to alulate thetotal IMA, but we an get the IMA for di�erent solarlongitudes step-by-step. In order to obtain the distribu-tion of meteoroids in spae, knowledge of their orbits isrequired. Our double-station observations are intendedto reveal this distribution. However, a small number ofmeteor stations in Russia annot provide the quantity ofobservational material required for this endeavor, and,therefore, we need the help of the International MeteorOrganization.
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4 Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012Investigations of the meteoroid matter in�ux to thenear-Earth spae should be supported by the study ofits physial properties (mass and density). Double-station observations an provide the neessary basi in-formation. The Meteor Group in INASAN plans toperform suh observations in the nearest future. TheMeteor Database of INASAN inludes more than 1500meteor reords. Observations are arried out using astandardized methodology under INASAN supervisionin Mosow and Irkutsk, allowing us to get objetive in-formation about meteoroid streams in the Solar Systemand the in�ow of meteoroid matter to the Earth.AknowledgementsThe author thanks Dr. A. V. Bagrov for his help withthe observations. This work was supported by RFBRgrant No. 11-02-00203-a.

ReferenesBagrov A., Leonov V., and Maslennikova E. (2007).�Determining the in�ux rate of meteori materialto the Earth based on measurements with a patrolTV amera from a single station�. Solar SystemResearh, 41:6, 498�504.Kartashova A. P. (2011). �Determination of me-teor in�ux (index of meteor ativity) for August�Deember 2006�. In Asher D. J., Christou A. A.,Atreya P., and Barentsen G., editors, Proeedingsof the International Meteor Conferene, Armagh,16�19 September 2010, IMO, pages 32�36.SonotaCo (2009). �A meteor shower atalog based onvideo observations in 2007�2008�. WGN, Journalof the IMO, 37:2, 55�62.


